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tion of an ozone sonde vertical profile obtained at Wallops Island, Virginia near the
time of a CV-990 underpass, Possible advantages of use of the UVS in the NASA
Global Atmospheric Sampling Program are discur sed.
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FOREWORD
The UV Spectrophotometer (IJ VS) was originally fabricated for
the DOT Climatic Impact Assessment Program for which the Project
Manager was Mr. A. J. G-obecker. The Deputy Program Manager
was M-. Samuel C. Coroniti, whose guidance contributed signifie:antly
to the overall succesF ' ,f our work on that program, as bim.marized
in the FINAL CIAP Rr.PORY, DANA UVS-7 (December 1975).
The Coi.vair 990 flight a•valuation of the UVS, as reported here,
was :,upported by NASA-Lewis Research Center through the Office of
Naval Research. Technical guidance was provided by Mr. Porter J.
Perkins of LRC, Mr. Louis C. IIaughney v as Mission Manager for
these Global Atmospheric Sirnpling Program (GASP) flights, and the
in-flight Experimenter was Mr. Daniel C. Rriehl. Their effort, and
that of their associates, is sincerely appreciated.
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1. iNTRODUC'TION
As a result of possible environmental degradation due to
the SST, the Climatic Impact Asscbbment Program (CIAP) was
initiate(' ender DOT sponsorship in 1970. One of the primary
concer&&., is possible reduction of total ozone, with consequent in-
creases in biologically important ultraviolet (UV) radiation. The
results of this program have re , ently been reported (Ref. 1 I and
associated Monographs). It was concluded that operation of a fleet
of about 30 SST's of present design would cause climatic effects
smaller than (presently) minimally detectable. It was pointed out,
however, that:
"if stratospheric vehicles (including subsonic aircraft) beyond
the year 1980 were fa increase at a high rate, improvements
over 1974 propulsion technology would be necesbary .o assure
that emissions in the stra.osphere would not cause a significant
dist •;rbance of the environment. "
/Additionally:
"A continuous atmospheric monitoring and research program
can further reduce remaining uncertainties, can ascertain
whether the atmospheric quality is being maintained, acid can
minimize the cost of doing so. "
One of the recommended actions as a result of the above conclusions
wa.s:
"Develop a global monitoring system to ensure that environmental
protection is being achieved. Continue research (drawing on the
monitored data) to reduce the uncertainties in the present knowl-
edge of the stratosphere .end improve the methods for ebtimating
climatic change and the biologic consequences. "
The need for such a monitoring system, and the associated
continuing research, is also indicated by potential ozone reductions
resulting from high altitude nuclear weapons detonations (Ref. 1. 2),
intense solar proton events (SPE) (Ref. 1. 3) and chlorofluoromethanes
(Ref. 1. 4). The first two of these can initiate relatively large "local."
decreases of total ozone. In the case of the SPE this occurs in the polar
regions, and local decreases of about 16% appear to have been observed
from the Nimbus satellite BUV (backscattering UV) system during the
large SPE of August 1972 l Ref. 1. 5;. The limited longitudinal and time
coverage of the satellite system would not have aliowed the type detailed
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study of ozone distribution following but h events suggested by Crutze•n
et al. (Ref. 1. 0) at, deeirable • for rntudy of the associated atrn t pheric
chemistry.
Presently, the global ozone monitoring system is expected to
consist basically of the satellite BUV bystem in association with to e
ground network of loot: on instrument stations. The batellite system.
while global in nature, is limited by longitudinal re-bolution (~1 5-100)
clue to thy• —90 minute orbit, and Pittock (Ref. 1. 7) hab suggested that
"... , estim.et e• s of the global ozone trend are s urioubly biased by the
distribution of observing stations.... ", regarding the ground ne-tKOrk.
As part of the CLAP program an extensive upper atrn ,)sphe•re
monitoring system was developed (Ref. 1. 8) based on use of the high
altitude W B57>+ . One of the instrurnents included in that system was
an ultraviolet byectrophotorneter(UVS)dcv(-lope •d by Panwmetrics. Inc.
(Ref. 1. 9) and flown successfully on more than 80 missions during the
)urse of about three years of measurements. The structure of UV
flux vs latitude and longitude was measured in inue:h greater e:etail
than had ever been possible before, and by use of the data (in the
Hartley-Iiuggins bands) computer-bas(d unathe-matical techniques
were developed for deduction of the total ozone above the aircraft.
In order to provide a cost-efficient platform for continuous
monitoring of the upper atmosphere. NASA has initiated the Global
Atmospheric Sampling Program ('GASP) (Rt-fs. 1. 10, 1. 11 ) using
commercial 747 airliners, the Galileo II (CV-990) and the 112. As
presently constituted the package consists basically of in-situ moni-
tors for atmospheric constituents. We believe that the UVS would
make a useful addition to both the 747 and 1.:V-990 instrument packages.
For purposes of deducing total ozone we believe that the absolute accu-
racy may be better than that estimated for the 11UV (-5%, Refs. 1. 12,
1. 13) with a repeatability of about 2% (which is not limited by the absolute
accuracy of the NBS traceable JV calibration standard). For use on the
747 program it would be possible to obtain great detail on the geograph-
ical and time dependent character of t F - , , ,-al ozone, which could serve
as a basis in itself, and as augument. ',on for the other total ozone mea-
surements, for determination of global time dependent variations. If
placed on the CV-990 many useful experimental measurements could be
made including, for example, detailed geographical and time distribution
of effects due to SPE's or monitoring the flight corridors of any SST's
snaking routine landings in the U. S.
As a consequence, it was our belief (Ref. 1. 14) that the UVS
should be tried on the CN-990 for possible use in the 747 package, and
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that is th . brbrs for the vork rc ported ht-re. Thus, the U% I S wab
slightly modified (har.ically the mounting) to fly on Galileo 11 in
November December 1975, and ,luring this pc•r^od ten buccess-
ful flight,. were made from which UVS d.eta were obtained. Dara
reduction for several nights of intcri-st Nita carric c, out and the
renultb are prey tinted in Section 5,
The UVS liar. been .1ebc ribed in detail in Ref. 1. 9, and a rnuni-
rr,ary debcription only is g.' ven in Sc. tion Z to clarify the folloNking
Aiscur,;,ion of modific ationb to the in> ti um nt, its in-Aallat,on and
operation on the CV-990. Seetion i ib devoted to a alibration pro-
cedurt-b and standards ubed for periodic checks of the UVS .'pt.ctral
transfer characteristic. Information about aircraft performance for
e-ac h fligh, and c urre,ponding inbtruncent operation are :-ontained in
Section 4. This is followed by flight daia whir-h is analyzed for 3
pertinent flights in Section 5 and in Section 6 conclusion 's are drawn
for this deployment and posbible use of the UVS in the 747 ir,strume".
package.
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2. INS'11t1 NIENT DESCRIP'l ION
L. 1 Basic UV Spectrophotorrictcr
Tha instrumcnt was oripinally designed to rncasure u;;raviolet
radiat,­1 in the range from 200 to 400 nm on board a WN57 aircraft.
The hAhic instrumcnt toga-the y with its Test Console is hhown in Vig.
2. 1. After minor modification.,, to its moeinting hardware and some
additional external circuitry, the UVS was flown on board a CV-91)0
aircraft. The modifie ations are described in Section 2. 2 anti a block
diagram of the UV Spectrophotometer electronics is shown in )'ig. 2. 2.
Fig. 2. 1. UV Spectrophotometer and Test Console
The sun's radiation enters through the UV grade quartz window
and impinges on the optical diffuser. After proper collimation, the
light beam passes through a UV band-pass filter system and is subse-
quently converted to an electrical currant by a very sensitive, low dark
currant photornultiplier. The output of the PM is do coupled to a loga-
rithmic electrometer with a dynamic range of 5 decades from 10-IOA
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to 1 0 5 A. The response of the y
 elat trometer is 1 volt per decade of
input current range, clamped to a tnaximum +5 V output. The filter
system consists of a rotating filter holder, a stepping motor and an
electronic pulse driver. The rotating holder accommodates 10 UV
band-pass filters plus uric• blank and one calibrate position, or a total
of 1 2 positions. The free running pulse driver increments the holder
via the stepping; Inotor by one position, once every second or every
ten sccondt3, externally ~electable. A detailed description of the lJV
filters is given in Ref. 2. 1, while a tabulation of the central wave-
length, bandwidth and filter position is given in 'Table 2. 1. Whcn the
filter hole;er is in its Manic position, the liglit transi-nission is blocked
so that the dark current of the PM is measured. While the rotating
holder tnuves ir;o its calibrate position, a switch clusurc actuates
the calibration control. 'Phis in turn energizes a light -mitting diode
in such a manner as to produce two distinct steps of light output for a
duration of . 5 seconds each, or a :,c-duence of voltage calibration steps
(1 V 2 V, etc. ). The calibration light is only turned on during the cal-
ibration period and cannot interfere wit: the normal UV me.tsurements
or the dark currant determination. 'rhe light output from the LED is
controlled by two sequentially switched current sources. Ir. order to
obtain a periodic in-flight voltage calibration, the actuation of the light
source is alternated with the periodic connection of the output line to a
series of voltage levels of 0, 1 , 2, 3, 4 and 5 V, This voltage calibra
tion allows the UVS data to be corrected for any gain or level shifts
introduced by the data recording-processing equipment.
For diagnostic purposes, five pertinent system par, meters :Ire
monitored during they operation of the instrument. They are the +5 V
regulat ,)r, the high voltage, the system temperature, the +28 V external
power supply and the 11. V. converter supply current. The high voltage
monitor yields information about the stability of the 11. V. converter,
whereas the supply current monitor would he useful in determining `sigh
voltage arcing or corona, if it occurred. The i emaining 3 monitors
deto rnnine wheth r or not the sy:• tent is operating within the specified
limits of supply voltage -,nd tempt..-rature. Of the five monitor signals,
only the converter supply current is measured continuou:,ly while the
remaining voltages are multiplexed. Sampling time is 10 seconds each,
followed by an equal period of the zero-vol t, reference. All signals are
clamped to +5 V and are output short-circuit protected.
Power requi: • ements for the instrument are 20 W at +28 V for a
stepping rate of 1/sec and 9 W for a rate of one every 10 seconds. Low
voltage and high voltage DC/DC converters supply the necessary regu-
lated power to the electronics and the photemultiplier, respectively.
The stepping motor is fed by the 128 V line directly.
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'table Z. 1
U V Spectrophotometer Characteristics Surnmary
Measurement technique: Omnidirectional measurement (up to 750
from vertical) by a diffuser, mov. We wheel containing band-p ss
filters, and special UV phot(nmultiplier
	
Intensity meadured up to 	 I
4 orders of magnitude down froth the unattenuatcd solar flux.
Wheel has 12 positions sampled at 1 position/sec or 1 positior/10
sec, -xternally programmable.
Central	 F.ff ective
Wavelength	 Bandwidth
Position	 nrn	 nm
1	 210 15
2	 2 E ,' 2
3	 291 2
4	 298 3
5	 305 2
6	 310 2
7	 319 2
8	 329 2
9	 363 26
10	 393 28
11	 Calibration checks
12	 Blank - for photomultiplier dark current
measurement.
Power Consumption:	 20 W at rate of 1 pos. /sec
(From +28 V)
	
9W at rate of 1 pos. / 1 0 sec
Weight:	 12 lbs
Size:	 6" diamrter x 10" deep cylinder
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The three outputs - UV data, multiplexed monitors and the Ii. V.
supply current monitor - are available at the output connector, while
the Z8 V power is applied through a separate input connector. Both
connectors are located at the bottorn of the instrument housing, which
is a cylinder of 6" diameter and 10" len;,fth. The weight of the instru-
ment is 1Z lbs. It is mounted by means of a morman clamp, which mates
with the offset mounting flange of the top cover and the adapter plate
described below. A summary of the basic UV Spectrophotometer char-
acteristics is given in Table 2. 1. In order to satisfy environmental and
mounting requirements of the .:V-990 aircraft minor nodifications of the
instrument had to be made. They are described in Section Z. 3.
2. 2 Signal and Power Interface
The circuitry and Conn,-ctors which interface the UVS to periph-
eral equipment and the aircraft power mains are contained in the test
console shown in Fig. 2. 1. A single cable connects the UVS to the test
console via a multipin connector. The three output signals - UV data,
multiplexed monitors and N. V. supply current monitor - are available
at the console's front panel. One ZINC supplies the UV data while the re-
maining Z signals are connected to a binding post with a selector switch.
A built-in 4-1/2 digit DI'M facilitates monitoring of the three signals via
the selector switch. The choice of manual or free running operation of
the filter wheel, as well as its two sampling rates (1 position/sec or 1
position/10 sec), is also controlled fmin this console. The +28 V power
for the instrument is supplied by the integral power supply operating
from the 115 V, (,0 Hz aircraft mains. An analog panel teeter measures
the 28 V input current as an added check on proper instrument operation.
To make the test console compatible with the requirements of the CV-990
aircraft, it had to be slightly modified. These rodifications are discussed
below.
2. 3 Modifications for CV-990 Operation
The spectrophotometer was originally designed for installation in
the unpressurized tail section of the high altitude WB57F aircraft. It was
attached to the inside of the plane's fuselage with the instrument optics
protruding through the plane's skin. Hence, an unobstructed view angle
was achieved, making full use of the optical acceptance half-ankle of
approximately 75 0 from the vertical. Th, severe and changing environ-
ment encountered on these flights required that the electronics and optics
were heated and pressurised. This %ti, as achieved with an internal tem-
perature controlled heater and high quality O-ring pressure seals.
8
The installation of :he instrument on Galileo II differs in two
aspects from that of the W1357F: (1) the photometer is located inside
th;• pressurized and temperature controlled main cabin, and (2) the
opti,-s view through a 1" thick quartz window, which is integral to
the a. rplane, and mounted in the ceiling. For these two reasons the
design had to be modified as far as temperature control a„d mounting
was concerned.
The 20 W of power dissipated by the electronics gives rise to
a temperature increase inside the housing of 15 0 C at ambient room
temperature. This corresponds to a 5% gain change of the photo-
multiplier and at least a fourfold increase of its dark current relative
to its performance at the design center temperature of +ZO oC. These
deviations were considered unacceptable in view of the desired overall
system's accuracy over the spectrum range 280-400 nm. It was there-
foi a decided to cool the instrument with thermoelectric coolers.
Four Cambion thermoelectric modules (TEM) are mounted on
the circumference of the housing. Each module 'ias a heat pumping
capacity of max 5 W for a 20 0C temperature differential (AT) between
the cold and hot side of the module. Thus, a total of 20 W at a AT of
200C can be removed from the housing. Since it is desirable to main-
tain the instrument at or below 420 0 C, the hot side of each module must
not exceed +40 0C. This is achieved by attaching a heat sink to each
TEM and forced air-cooled by means of a blower. Laboratory tests
confirmed that this arrangement is adequate to control the photometer
temperature at +20 0C with ambient to nperatures up to +20C. Figure
2. 3 shows the mounting arrangement of the TEM's and heat sinks on
the outer surface of the housing. Power for the TEM's is derived from
a specially designed do power supply. It is a variable voltage source
with a maximum current capability of 3. 5A. The current delivered
to the 4 TEM's in series is monitored with an analog panel meter. The
second modification involves the mounti ig configuration of the UV spec-
trophotometer. It's mounting flange is mated to an adapter plate by
means of a morman clamp. This plate in turn is rigidly attached to a
1/4” thick aluminum base with four standoffs. Figure 2. 4 shows the
completed assembly together with the blower mentioned above.
The interface console described above is modified to be com-
patible with the on-board data acquisition systems. This involved the
simple addition of three triaxial connectors to the front panel of the
console. Two of the outputs (multiplexed monitors and 11. V. current
monitor) interface with the Airborne Digital Data Acquisition System
(ADDAS), while the UV data output connects to the analog data tape
recorder. The console itself is adapted with special hardware for
rack mounting.
9
Fiv. L. 3. UV Spectrophotometcr with "Ihcrnioelectric
Coolers and Adapter Plate Attachcd.
Fiv. 2. 1. Mounting Configuration of ',iV^ for Galileo I1
(CV-')')0) Aircraft Installation.
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2. 4 Installation
The UV Spectrophotometer system which was installed on
Galileo 11 (NASA CV-990) consists of the modified 1JVS, the inter-
face console, the do supply for the TEM's, and a two channel ntrip
chart recorder. Figure Z. 5 shows a general layoi ►t of the cabin in
:hich the system was installed. More detailed infor ►►► .ttion about
this aircraft is given in Ref. Z. Z. Figure 2. 6 shows the console,
do supply and the recorder mounted in the equip ► nctit r.+ck on board
the pl.ine between stations 465 and 492. Power for this equi pill ent is
from the 115 V, 60 Ilz aircraft converter. The console (hottom of
picture) supplies regulated +Z8 V power to the UVS and interfaces
the 3 output signals with the on-hoard data acquisition system, as
well as with the strip chart recorder (center). Manual control of
the 2 filter wheel sampling rates (1 pos. /sec or 1 pos. /10 sec) is
accomplished with a toggle switch on the front panel of this console.
The recorder has two analog channels which record the real time UV
data and the multiplexed monitor signals, respectively. Although
this seems to be a rediuidant recording system, it serves two pur-
poses: (1) it is a real time monitor of instrument performance, and
(2) it is used as quick-look data to determine the usefulni-ss and tinge
frarne of measured UV fl uxes. From this information the digi.al
printout can be referenced and those parts selected which arc cif
particular interest and are within the constraints of the UVS .har-
acteristics. The top of Fig. 2. 6 shows the do power supply and
controls for the thermoelectric mootiles.
The UVS, mounted to its Lase plate (see Fig. 2. 4), was in-
stalled at the second •r.enith port, located between stations 508 and
527 of the aircraft. The port is equipped with a 1" thick UV grade
quartz plate. A detailed view of this port is shown in Fig. Z. 7. The
safety window shown here was removed, however, for this applica-
tion. The base plate is bolted to 4 hard points of the airframe struc-
ture, leaving a space of approximately 1/8" between the base and thQ
window frame. To eliminate light and air leaks, this space was sealed
with foam rubber. The necessary air flow for the cooling of the TEM's
is supplied by the normal cabin air-conditioninh system through several
small ducts, located just below the inner surface of the window. The
blower, which is mounted in an oFening of the base plate, circulates
this conditioned air past the heat sinks of the TEM's and expels it into
the cabin. This air circulation kopt the heat sink temperature below
+40 0G (see Section 2. 2) and at the same time prevented c-)ndensation
of water vapor on the quartz plate. Visual inspection of possible con-
densation problems is facilitated through a viewing port in the UVS
base plate. Since the optics of the UVS had to clear the inner surface
11
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Fig, L, 0. Rack-niountcd support F.quipmc , nt for UV q on
Galilvo II ((:V-1)90).
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of the quart/ plate by
0 
at least 1IZ". the	 1111al at c eptanre hell angle
of the instru ► m • nt (75) is reduced to 08 by the zenith po;t dimensions.
A further reduction Of thc an gle to ti9 0 by mcanb of a cullin .&tor is
►lecehh.iry to block oat rt•flectiOnb fro ill the ed ges of the quart r. plete
and its supporting; frtme. Thib is sub!-t.cntially below the dc.Ared 750
half angle it
	
a  noted in Set lion 1^, ► Dade it incper ! ill] f . to view the
direct sun c ,crin} sig;nific.ent portions of sevc reel fiig{hts.
2. 5 Syst t ►► 1 Operation
The hysteen is entirely controlled from the equipment rack icnd
requires a t.cinin xim of ► c ► ai ► itenance .cfter ir ► stall.ction.
After all equipment power is turned on the two chatillels of the
strip chart recorder are referenced to ground with the inputs shorted
out. The gain of the channels and the chart hp(-t-d are bet and fixed to
convenient values. The UVS is set for the desired automatic sampling;
mode of its filter wheel, and the bancpling; rate is bc-lucted. The fi^g;ht
missions of the UVS on Galileo 11 ware such that it was logical to bt-lc•ct
a rate of 1 pob it i oil / 10 s ec. 	 I'll(- apply current for the thc• ► • inocc Ictt ric
C oolerx is manually ad j usted with the control knob of this poi+er supp ly
according; to the internal tc mperAure monitor cif the UVS. Thib monitor
voltage is av;lilable from the- strip Aiart reeord A any tine. Results
frc;m all flights indicate that very few adju , ifinents of the 7 EM c urrent
had to he made to maintain a stable tt • ► c ► perattire inside tht• UVS housing.
During each flight the continc ► ously recorded UV data and ► nunitor
voltages are periodically checked to assure prclpt•r system oper.,tion.
In addition, the •r.cnith window is checked for water vapor condensation
through the viewing; port provi( ► ed ill 	 babe plate of the UVS assen ► bly.
Firing the last few flights a problem with the .trip chart recorder de-
vcloped. It showed excessive drift in both channels duc to worn parts
in the p ­u positioning; servo. However, no loss of data occurred, since
"11 signals are also recurded by the on-boars) data ac q ui::ition ,ystcm.
The only periodic maintenance requirecl fur the UVS is a phloto-
metric calibration and a dry nitrogen flush befor y a flight series. The
calibration procedure is described in Suction 3. The dry nitrogen flush
assures extrerllely low w, atcr vapor concentration inside the pressurc-
tig;ht housing. in addition, a cartridge of drierite material is inserted
into the air volume of the inbtru ► nent. The latter is irltt-nded to absorb
any residual moisture which might be evaporated as a result of adsorp-
tion on putting; compoml(13 or wiring; insulation. This precaution prevents
water condensation on the optical surfaces, especially the prott-dive en-
trance window of the UVS, which is exposed to the ambient cabin air of
15
p.-=P^
po%sihly lower tc rrrpera terrv l4han that of the inside (if the ivistruenc•nt.
II, " .cube (if the pressure 1 * e: 41 lccl c onst rut tion of the- irrstrcurn, nt a one -
tirri,• nitrogen flush is c • ffc • ctive for approximatcly 4 ",cc-kit.
3. 1,NtiTRTT%WN1' CA1,11MATIoN
The 11V Sp, ,trophotc,irc,-tc•r (UVS) is ,;clihr • atvd with s St,nncl.crd
(if Spectral Irradiance (S'A) h,•fore -md after c • ac h sc • ric • s of flirltts.
The .`si ib it 200 w tungsten h;tIoVcn l.crnp with a cjuarli er,v, Ic,pc , -And
it s calibration it, tr;cc c .ibic to the N,,tional I;ccrcau of Star '; ► rds. S i-	 r
the urattc•nuatecl solar apc-ctrcrrn cliffs ra ^Ai^:,},tly in shape frccrn the
c,pectrtim, a small (or rvcIic,n ir; made to lEe -,Si , Aib rat iun to provrcle
a calibration for the :,c,l.,r spec 1 ruin.	 More cic-tails -shout the calibra-
tion procedure arc• give-n in Rc•fb. 1. 9 and 2. 1. fit 	 it has hc•,•n
focrnd that the calibration shift!; only a fc • w percent over s, % c•ral monthn,
so the SSI accurao, y of several percent ib not . uniprc,rnise•d.
The UVS c alibr;,t ion for the GASP flights in Nov. - Der. 1975 ib
given in rame 3. 1.	 f his a .clihratiun nh-s the volt.c };e outl„rt of the
logarithmic ;w y' Ncr c c,nvc•rted In .,n input c urrc•nt, %%ith 0 V 10 - ^ )(;
and 5 V 10-5A.
7;ihle 3. 1
UVS Calib-ation fur GASP !F lights in Nov. -Dvc. 1'175
i.1alt^'^,Ha... r.a,Aii► s.7 ^^i/I'foi^ I^t ^a V.. e^.^^r- ^^" .^ awl K17prYrs^ ^/.YY^YI^^.(
Filter
	
Filter
	
Solar -spectral
	
wavel ength	 b;end-P:► c; s 	 s enr it ivity
	
(nm -
	 (ncn	 A/(W/(cm2-rnn,ll!
393. 0	 26. 4	 3. 423 x 10-3
363. 0
	 28. 0	 1. 986 x 10 - 3
329. 2 Z. L 9. 997 x 10- 1
319. 3 2.0 2. 340 x 10-2
310.3 1.H 1..2(4x 10 -2
305, 3 2. 0 3. 528 x 10
297. 8 3. 0 7. 733 x 10	 2
290. 7 2. 4 1. 723 x 10	 1
2H7. 3 1.	 H 2. 911	 x 10-2
211.0	 28.0	 4.732
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-1.	 I)l•.l'IA)YMKN'f
4. 1	 Flight  I,ifu rrrt..1 iun
I'ahty •^. I Vivt s a t c,rrlpl, t(• listinl, of .Ill t;ASI' Ili l -lets of
CAiIco II, inc l fit Iin t; lhoNc , owItit t(•,1 fc,r thI- 1, •t Pr( ► rlriurr I.ab-
„r • .,tury (.II'I.) fur the pt-r i(,(1 No%-i roll,. r >S t(, 0., , rl,h.•r I(., 	 1'4i5.
(' )It tolns 1
	
3 } ivt • t},t• fli,;Ik	 11111 . 11„ r,	 , , r • IIit i(,n .VI I I •t . I t ,	 of Mir,
II 11' l it -,('rlt-s,	 r- • .spt t t iv, •ly,	 \.1111 v (•,Il ,Ilritl .1 111 , 11(at,'b flit" raikgc of
I, ,t itude and 1„ntiil,r,lt • for , .t, It rr-1 • , i„n.	 I'll,- 1 1V !^p- t tr(.I,lII , lurr,( tt•r
tsar, oil- hoard and upt•ralitmal for the t•tllir • t • fli, • Ilt r ( rr• ti	 I- h(• in-
btv-mn(•nt %%as ..tttnd-•d Ly Parl.Irrlttri, s p, r;.unn,1 ,!ur • inl; fli l;ht Nos.
7., 3 . , nd 4.	 Miring all utht r mi >,sitms. in, 1 , 1,ling fh(• to-st flight (,n
Novt -rr1'wr L5. 1 '175,
	
f . • o ► n NA.SA - I., •.vin R.•.. va rch C• M er
(,pt•r atcd the in,trunit tit ,ut c c.ssbilly.
Tablt• -1. 1
Sunr ►tt.try	 of	 Vlights	 t,n	 (;altl, o 11,	 Nov.	 -D#-( . 1,)75
1 • 1ight Datt•	 (1'175) R.(nc(
No_ I)(war r pt iun Mwith: D) j (I..tt.	 : dvu.. N. I.,,n`'. -''4'	 1Yj
1 I'mil tt • st Nov. .1 5 (	 17, 1 LL)
Z W to K Chase Nov. .'.8 ( 17, 1 22)	 - ( I i, y i)
3 Wallt,ps/11•+11„(In 1)t•c. 2 (28, 80) - ( 0, 7.11
.1 .INL D.•c•. .1 (!8, 1+0) (il, 77)
5 1 11,	 c. 0 (: 8, 1)0)
	 - (30, 79)
Ot • c. 8 (28, 80) (40, 78)
7 I)t•c. 1 0 (I.8, 80)	 - ( 30, S0)
8 DI.C. 1 2 (28, 80)	 - ( i8, 77)
9 ” Dcc. 14 (28, 8 r. ) ( 31	 , 81 )
10 ” Dec. 15 (LS, 8C! (3)	 , 82)
1 1 f•: to	 1V	 R 	 t;1rn Dec. 10 ( .0, 82) ( 17, 1 '2)
'1'ht• local t(•st flight (No. 1 ) Has intended as an upc•rat ► unal
t heck of all inst rum cTitation aboard the aiz (. raft and the UVS was only
turnt•,l on for 2 Short pt•riods of time.	 Its opt•r.(tion proved to he
nti^,fa(tory, and the instruinctit	 fligm \,iorthy. I• he flight
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west to cast (No. L) w.cti a chase fIil:ht in the wake • of a llnitcd Airlines
7 .17 f - „iei N1oftcl Vield. i .diforiiia to Patrick Air Force Base WAFB).
V1t)rila.	 Nitilibcr i ­:as a !•t, p profile- flij ,, ht over %il.cllops Island, an
was c:oort1m.ited with th. I om( h of a balloon hor•ric -/.one sonde from
that island. Alti,migli ni l :htr. I through 10 wcr y mainly conducted for
.Ji l l, to tet,t %arious radar - Ifiil,im nt, the IJVS war, oper.etional during
tho!.c iifi.i ions as well.	 i'fic relctrn trip film the east. to the west coast
('0114 ludcd this flight 1erivs.
1. L
	 /Analysis
As nip ntioncd above, the performance of the UVS was contin-
nously ii,onitorcd by means of a 2 , hannel strip chart recorder. Of
particular interest as far as the p,-rformance within the specified limits
is c• onccrncd a.re the monitor signalti froth the inArciinc •nt. Figure 4. 1
shows a typical strip chart record. The bottom trace (\%ith voltage ,( ale
on rig:it ,idv) represents the UV flux data, calibratio;i voltages and the
dirk current. The outputs from the ten band-pass filter., (210 run - 390
mn) can clearly be identified. The dark current is nearly 1 decade below
the • lo t;.c ►•ithioic: (1 V/decade) sipiial range of the UV flux data. The cali-
i.rat 	 f rain 0-5 r' ... group:; of t vo, a re u°! . f'-'. 1 ( d , i rillg d ata
reduction to coiiq)ensate for ritift and train variations of the recording
system. The top tiace with voltage scale on ieft) is the output from the
instrument's nitiltiplexer, and rho\vs the foUuwing monitors: low and
high voltage DC/ i)C converters, instrmnent tc nperatnre and +28 V input
voltal• e. The bpaces 1)(4w • en im.nitors are .► t grwincd level except for
one whic h is a synch roni::ation pulse at -1. 2 V.
The records from flights 1 through 3 show the following: The
low voltage DC/DC converter is operating within the specified regvla-
,.ion characteristics. 'The 1i. V. DC/ DC converter indicates that the
output voltage is stc.idy at 2550 V during all flights. The +28 V input
voltage remains constant at all t iines. The internal temperature holds
steady within + 1 0 C for any particular period vd,cn the instrument was
turned on. Conipa ring the mean tc niperature of one period with another
shows; a difference of max 4. 5 0 C, namely, from If,. 5 o to 21 0 C. This is
largely the result of 'he ON-OFF operation of the instrument during a
flight, which was chosen to keep the amount of data at a level consistent
with the piirpose of these tests: namely, in operational evaluation of
the instrument. During the OFF period the tciiiperature monitor is not
available, hence no meaningful correztion of Lie TEM temperature con-
troller is afforded. Based on the measured differential of 4. 5 1 C between
ON periods the photoniultiplier train ' t l change by less than 1. 5%. Al-
though a relatively small error, it 	 be taken into account by the peri-
odic in - flight gain calibration data. T:, ^ fact that the lowest temperature
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1)(-,/ I)G
t)V Flllx Data
and Cal. Voltavt• s
i
I	 UV
I
1,0Vult^il 1)C/ DC
' SV F --- I
li tim c2xt • d Monitor Vulta^^ t;
+l_HV
j	 II
Cal. Volts
^\I
Al
-5v
-Z. 5V
j P-Ov
'Dark Current
Fig. 4. 1. Typical Strip Chart Record of UVS Data and Mxiltiplcxed
Monitor Voltages.
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ac hi vve(I is 1), low 2..0 0C confirms the desired design goal for the TEM
c ont rol l cr.
M-ginning with flight number •t and for the rest of the series
the strip chart recorder dcvciuped a severe drift prohlern (see Section
Z. 5). Analysis of these analog,
 records is nvt possible. however, the
digital printoltt of the monitor volt,cges is not affected by this prol,lccn
and A i• 1 , sed for perforttiance analysis. F.sserntially the same results
are ohtained from the digital data for the remaining fli i,ht , as were
observed for the first 3 flights.
In r immary, the UVS performed within specifications during
the entire series. 'The UV flux Hata, when not limited by the 590
acceptance half-at gle, are of hi;*h duality. A detailed analysis of
selected flights is given in Section 5.
5. FIAGHT RESULTS
5. 1 Data Reduction Procedure
Tlic! data reduction procedure for the UVS was first presented
in Ref. 1. 9, and the final, ► cpdated version was given in Refs. 5. 1 and
Z. 1. For the present data this procedure must be mo dificd because of
the additional collimation necessary to reduce interference from light
rcflectcd by the mounting for the quartz %%inflow in the aircrAft skin
(see Sc•ciion 2). This was done by cutting off the inathematical ir ► te-
gration for Rayleigh scattered light, and by ta )ering off the relative
diffuser efficiency for direct sunlight, at a 59 angle to the UVS diffuser
normal.
The list of flights in Table 4. 1 shows that the UVS data were
taken north of 28 oN latitude. The solar declination in Nov. -Dec. is
about 22 oS, so the ininimum solar zenith angle is a}-.out 50 o at local
noon. thus, ttluch of the UVS data were taken at solar zenith angles
greater than 59 0 , where only the Rayleigh scattered componcrnt can be
measured. The analysis procedure still gives a \.clue for the total ozone
above the flight level, but this value becomes inaccurate at hi o h altitudes
-,here most of the Rayleigh sc-iitcring takes place in the ozone layer.
Since lice object of these flil;l ►ts %"'as to prove the suitability of
the UVS for making solar UV and total ozone measurements in the
CV-990 operational environment, reduction of a sufficient amount of
data to demonstrate this capability is all that was recpiired. Th>>s, al-
though the UVS operated properly on all flights, only a few flights have
had a portion of their data reduced to actual o one thicknesses.
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5.2 Wallops Island - Flight 3
UVS dAta were obtained from a flight over Wallops Island on
2 Dvccn0)er 1975, in conjunction with a balloon launch to niersurc
the vertical ozone profile. 'rho- balloon was released at 1904 GMT
while the CV -990 made ovcrflibhts at several altitudes. Since. Wallops
Island is at about 38 0N, the 59 cutoff angle of the IJVS resulted in all
measurements over Wallops Island being made on only Rayleigh scat-
tered light. The results are thus more uncertain than from the normal
mode of measurement, but neverth- less are of reasonable quality and
show that the UVS was operating properly.
'rhe results c,f several UPS measurements are given in 'fable
5. 1. The first nicasuren-ient at 30. 8 0 IN latitude was on the flight to
Wallops Island and is the only measurement made with direct sunlight
on the UVS diffuser. The two measurements at 40 kft are the least
accurate, since the method of analysis (described in Refs. 1. 9 1 5. 1
and 2. 1) was designed primarily for direct sunlight and not for the
weak Rayleigh scattered cojnpcn(-nt at high allitudes. Flux accuracy
at 393 nrn is about 10 1/6 , worsening to I)% for the 35 kft data and 5070
for the •10 kft data. Flanks in Table 5. 1 are where the ozone has so
trongly attenuated the Solar flux that the measurt-mcnt accuracy is
worse than 500/0.
The total ozone values calciila:ed froth the UVS data of Table 5. 1
are compared with the integrated balloon profile in Table 5. 2. The 31
kft and 35 ki't measurements are in excellent agreement, although the
UVS total ozone has an uncertainty of about S olo. The 40 kft measm"e-
ments give about 207o less ozone, a deviation to be expected in the Rayleigh
scattered component. The balloon data show that the ozone layer is pri-
marily between about 60 kft and 100 kft. Since the pressure scale height
is about 15 kft over the 30 kft to 100 kft altitude range, an important
fraction of the Rayleigh scattered light originates partially in the ozone
lay,^r. At large solar zenith angles the ozone attenuation raises the
effective ozone thickness, thus prodncing the effect seen at 40 kft. Mea-
surements made with direct sunlight become niore accurate at high alti-
tudes, so if the UVS had been irnounted flush with the aircraft skin the •10
kft nicasurements of total ozone would have been more accurate. The
data in 'fable 5. 2 show, hr.wever, that the UVS functioned properly and
gave useful data.
The UVS total ozone values in Table 5. 2 have been corrected
for ozone absorption at about -50 0 C. This is the approximate average
temperature of the ozone layer as mea::2red by the balloon. Because
the UVS measurements were made wit- k-nly Rayleigh scattered light
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7 able 5. 1
Solar UV Fluxes Measured on the Walloprs !:,!and
Flight of 2 Dcccmbo-, r 197-)
Data
tyre
Lat (deg N)
Long ((leg W)
Alt (kft)
Solar zenith
angle ((leg)
Measured total ozone
(atin-cm)
11vera.gc tune of mva stir cm ent  GMT hrs-min
1604 1 8? 2 1836
 1853 1917
 1 926
-40.8 ?8.4 37. 2 37.9 38. 3 37.3
78.0 75. 1 75.9 75.4 75. 3 75. 9
33. 4 31.
	 1 31.	 1 35. 0 •10. 0 .10. 0
54.4 64. 0 63.7 66. 3 69. 3 69. 3
0. 197	 0. 312
	
0. 310	 0, 319
	
0. 250 0. 233
Solar flux at X in W/ (cm 2 - nrn)^Wavelength
nm) --- (6. Z7-5	 --	 6. 27 x 10	 5)
393.0 6.27-5 5.09-5 5.88-5 5.97-5 2.76-5 2.82-5
363.0 5. 55-5 3. 85-5 4. 34-5 4.53-5 2. 37-5 2. 32-5
329. 2 5. 50-5 2. 99-5 3. 41-5 3. 28-5 ?.. 04-5 2. 01-5
319. 3 ?.. 76-5 1. 31-5 1. 52-5 1. 47-5 8. 19- 6 8. 75- 6
310. 3 1. 32-5 3. 98-6 4.67-6 4. 19-6 2. 32-6 2. 48-6
305.3 5.41-6 1. 14-6 1. 38-6 1. 13-6 6.29-7 6. 83-7
297.8 3.00-6 - - - -
290. 7 1. 86-6 - - - - -
This is the total (direct + Rayleigh sc-.ttercd) (;oww and flux.
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Table 5. 2
Conipai icon of U vS and Balloon Total Ozone Measurements
at Wallops Island, 2 December 1975
UVS 03^
	
(;MT
	
Alt Solar zenith UVS ozone Integrated balloon
(l.rs	 I^al O_-Ynin) (kft) angle (deb)	 atm-cm) ozone (atm-cm) 	 3/
	
1822	 31. 1	 64.0	 0. 312	 0. 312	 1.000
1836 31.	 1 63. 7 0. 310 0. 312 0. 994
1853 35. 0 66. 3 0. 319 0. 307 1. 039
1917 40.0 69. 3 0.250 0. 301 0.831
1926 40. 0 69. 3 0.233 0. 301 0.774
the excellen' agreement with the balloon data is partially fortuitous,
since the UVS total ozone has about a 5% uncertainty at 31 kft and
35 kft, and at least 20%u at 40 kft.
The one UVS tota' wane measurement at 30. 8 0N latitude gives
0. 197 atm-cm at 33. 4 kft. The change of about 0. 11 atm-cm total ozone
between 30. 8 0N and 38 0N is about twice that of the 11 year average distri-
bution for December (Ref. 5. 2, Fig. 1 -1 3), but is not unreasonable when
the large daily variations are considered (see, e. g. , Ref. 5. 3). A total
ozone measurement eight days later gave 0. 260 atm-cm at 29. 6 0N lati-
tude, more in agreement with the 11 year average for November (see
next section). The Wallops Island flight data show the suitability of the
UVS for CV-990 solar UV measurements, and verify the accuracy of the
total ozone values derived from the UV fluxes.
5. 3 Other Test Data
Of the 11 flights listed in 'fable 4. 1 soi-te UVS data from flights
2 and 7 have also been reduced to solar UV flux values and total ozone
above flight level. For flight 2 on 28 November two sets of data have
been reduced and are given in Table 5. 3, while for flight 7 on 10
December one set of data has been reduced and is also given in Table 5. 3.
The flux values for 2018 GMT on 28 November have an uncertainty
of at least ? 5 %, because the solar zenith angle of 60 0 is very elc,se to the
590 collimator cutoff. The total ozone value is still accurate to 5 %,
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'Pahl c 5. 3
Solar UV Fluxes Measured vn the Flights of
28 November and 10 D(-ceniber 1975
Parameter 28 Novejriher 10 Decuinber
'rime ((,M'r firs
	
rnin) ?.018 2129 177.3
l.at (deg N) i8. 3 39. 9 29. 6
Long (deg W) 1 1 9. 5 1	 11. 2 81. 2
Alt (left) 21).	 1 37. 0 32. 9
Solar •r.,•nith
angle (deg) 60. 0 68. 9 52. 4
Measured total ozone
(aim - cin) 0. 300	 0.231 0. 260
Solar
2flux at X	 in W/((-m - nin)
Wavclt nLth
(nm) 5)(8. 23-5	 8. 23 x 10
393. 0 8. 23-5 4. 37-5 6. 71 -5
363.0 6.43-5 3.38-5 5.74-5
3"29.2 5.46-5 2.96-5 5.47-5
319. 3 2. 53-5 1 .	 31-5 2. 69-5
310. 3 8...7-6 3.80-6 1.08-5
305. 3 2.42-6 1.	 12-6 3.96-6
297. 8 2. 03-6 - 2. 71-6
230.7 1.52-7 - 1.67-7
This is the total (direct + Rayleigh scattered) rlo^timvard flux.
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however, since it is (1vtermined frorn flux ratios. The value of 0. 300
1tm-cm is in good agreement with the 11 year average for November
(Ref. 5. 2, Fig. 1 -12). The data for 2129 GMT give more accurate
flux values at the longer wavelengths (10`7o for X > 319 nrn), but since
only Rayleigh :,cattered light is detected and the .cltitude is 37 kft the
total ozone is an underestimate (see previous section 	 a more de-
tailed ' s cus sion).
The 10 M. camber data for 1 723 GMT ^ re for a location near
that of the 1604 GMT data for 2 Decer..ber (Table 5. 1 ), and the flux and
total ozone values are accurate to 10% and `.)% cxcept where the ozone
attenuation is severe. The total ozone value of 0. 260 atm-ctn is close
to the 11 year average for December (Ref. 5. 2, Fig. 1 -1 3). The change
of about 0. 06 atm-cm from 2 December to 10 December is well within
normal clay-to-day variations observed by others ( see, e. g. , Refs. 5. 3
and 5. 4). The 10 December rneasurement is for a solar zenith angle
of 52. 4°, and thus is far enough from the 59° collie: .i^ r cutoff to dcm-
unstrate proper cperation of the UVS in its normal mode of operation
with direct sun illumination of the diffuser.
The data presented here are only a small arnount of the total
UVS data obtained on the 11 flights listed in Table 4. 1. These data
have been reduced to flux and total ozone values t o show proper opera-
tion of the UVS. Contract limitations do not allow analysis of additional
data, but a cursory exaniinalion of the data shows that the UVS operated
satisfactorily at all times. The major difficulty in further data analysis
is the change required in computer programs, already operational, to
handle more efficiently the format of the analog and inertial data on the
magnetic tapes from the GASP flights. Once the necessary changes have
been rnade, and checked for rrrors, the analysis of the large amount of
remaining data would be comparatively straightforward.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The CIAP UV Spectrophotometer developed by Panametrics, Inc.
has been successfully tested during a series of ten GASP flights on the
Galileo I1 (C V-990). One of the principal reasons for these tests «as to
evaluate the t1VS for possible inclusion in the Boeing 747 instrument
package. Mechanical limitations on the CV-990 installation caused the
acceptance cone half-angle to be only —590, which made it impossible to
obtain direct solar irradiation of the diffuser during most of the flight
time. (This is primarily because the flights were made at latitudes of
30°-40° N near the winter solstice, when the solar declination is about
22 0 S. During summer months a much larger amount of data with direct
solar illumination of the diffuser would be obtained with the UVS in thiF
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CV -990 mounting configuration. ) At some times full solar irradiation
of the diffuser was possible, while at others the view angle was too
close to 000 to provide great confidence in the data. If it had bec , n pos-
sible to install the instrument with its normal '75 0 acceptance half-angle,
couch more high quality data could have been obtained. When the sun was
completely outside the 00 0 cone it was possible to derive the total ozone
above the flight path by use of only the Rayleigh-scattered light; ;it tijnes
of Bill solar ii radiation the total ozone derivation was made in the usual
manner. An estimated error of 1 5% was placed on these values of total
ozone as a result of the no nol)C g um optical configuration. We believe
that this ineasiirenient can, lilt inlately, he marle with sotnewhat greater
precision - especially during periods of full irradiation - although it
will be necessary to study the problem in greater depth in order to de-
terinine this limit of precision.
The total ozone is deduced from the r a tios of the UV intensities
that are highly attenuated by ozone to those that are not. Hence, it is
not limited to the accuracy with which the individual UV flux intensities
can be measured (including the absolute error in the standard of FNectral
irradiance), but, rather, by the accuracy with which relative values of
the intensities can be measured. As noted, we believe that the ozone
determination can be made to better than f 5 1/0, and it could approach
the 2% upper liinit of the accuracy ascribed to the Dobson instrument
(Ref. 6. 1, p. 434). If so, these results, when into-grated with the Dobson
network results, would prove of very significant val,ie in measurement
of quasi-biennial and long-term ozone trends (see Refs. 6. 1 6. 3 for
presently used approaches and results). By providing measurements
over a series of Dobson stations during a single flight, it also would be
possible to correlate results of the stations and hence remove auibigu-
ities that now exist regarding intercalibration (Ref. 6. 1, p. 434) and
disagreements that occur between stations in close proximity to each
other (Ref. 6. 2, p. 12). The accuracy of the satellite-borne 13UV
(backscatter ultraviolet) system for measurement of total ozon-: has
been estimated at 6% (Ref. 6. 1, p. 434). Additional important benefits
would be the detailed total ozone data available for input to models and
checking the results of model predictions. For example, the predictions
of profiles over the oceans, where there pr-^scntly is a lac- of observa-
tions (Rcf. 6. 2, p. 10) and deters-nination of the natural horizontal vari-
ability that is necessary to evaluate the significance of a model's results
(Ref. 6. 2, p. I).
The total ozone determination depends on UV flux measurements
in the 280-400 nm region. During the CV -990 flights the flux measured
at 210 nm was extremely low, as is expected at the flight altitude of the
CV-990 and the Boeing 747. This measurement %,ias originally included
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for use at the WB57F flight altitude (> 60 kft), and it is still retaine
for balloon flights. Its elitnination for the 25-40 kft region flights
would snake it possible to replace the photornuttiplier/11. V. supply
combination with a sensitive UV photodiode/low voltage combination
that has recently become available. It was the very low intensity at
?.10 nits that treacle it necessary to use the high sensitivity phototnulti-
plier. This change could necessitate ►tiodification of one electronic
board (the. electrometer), but it certainly will not cause any changes
in the housing, stepper motor and filter wheel, monitors or other
signal conditionin g, electronics. We believe thai for long term iin-
attended application on either the 747 or CV-990, greater reliability
would then result, without compromising the UV fliix measurements
in the important region (280-400 nin).
The method of cooling the UVS by means of thermoelectric
coolers proved adequate, altheugh for use on the 747 it may be pos-
sible to ol,tain suitable te.r.l,erature control simply by use of fans.
This possibility will be enhanced by use of a 1JV photodiode, since
it would then be possible to elirninate the high voltage supply that uses
about 7 watts. hence a total dissipation of only about 3 watts is all
that would be required if the filter switching rate used is 1 per 10 secs,
which is adequate for the long-terns monitoring applications anticipated.
As a result of the foregoing we reconunend the following course
of action:
1 ) The photomultiplier in the present UVS should be replaced with a
photodiode (probably of the vacuum type) and a modified electrum-
eter board constructed, if necessary. The instrument should be
calibrated and installed on the CV-990 for at least one test flight.
The objective is to confirm that the i.n-flig:it operating temperature
is as low as expected and that the required 280-400 nin UV flux
data are still of high quality. The flight should occur at a time
when the solar zenith angle is < 50 0. Any mechanical or minor
electrical modifications that may l.e required to interface the UVS
for permanent-type installation in tie Boeing 747 or CV-990 pack-
ages should be determined. Methods of reducing and storing the
data should be investigated, including Magnetic type handling and
modification of the presently existing computer programs.
2) The photodiode version of the UVS should be constructed and cali-
brated for the CV-990 and Boeing 747. It would be desirable to
have one more UVS than the total number of instrument packages.
This would allow a periodic maintenance and calibration procedure
to be established without necessitating loss of data.
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3) Assistance in the field for the initial installation and periodic
inspection slieuld be provided by Panametrics personnel. 'Thee
need for su c h in-field assistance should diminish rapidly, but
periodic maintenance and calibration of the UVS instruments
versus wavelength and solar irradiation angle should continue.
For this purpose Panametrics maintains complete optical (ali-
britti ,)n facilities, including a Standard of Spectral Irradiance
traceable to NBS and a quartz iiiornochrornator-dcuteriurri light
source combination for testing thc interferenct- filters individually.
4) The total ozone and UV flux detailed geographical distributions
should he reported, and methods of utilizing and integrating the
results with those of other techniques should be investigated.
The ultimate accuracy of the total ozone measurements should
be dcetermined, and comparisons should be made with Dobson
network results. Short term effects clue to solar proton events
should then be monitored and correlated with those predicted
based on measured proton fluxes and ati-nospheric chemistry
models. The utility of the total ozone geographical data for
use as indicators of global or hemispherical trends should be
investigated, and th,^ee data should be integrated into other
long-term ozone monitoring; programs.
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